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THE EFFECTS OF PH AND ELECTRICAL BIAS ON ABRASION 
OF ALUMINA IN AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS 

Clint Fruitman, M.S. 
The University of Arizona, 1990 

Director: Donald R. Uhlmann 

Various coolant chemicals are known to have enhancing and suppressing efforts 
on wear and the quality of finish, but little has been understood about the nature of 
these effects. 

Studies were performed to examine the effects of pH and surface bias on wear, 
subsurface damage, and the various theories of chemical interaction with the wear 
process. Results of this examination of wear suggest that chemical adsorbates can play 
a significant role in wear fracturing. 

Previous observations of plastic mechanisms in brittle wear have lead tribologists 
to suggest that chemically induced changes in plasticity are the cause of these effects. 
Instead, this thesis contends occurrence of plastic effects to be by-product of localized 
hydrostatic compression and insufficient stress intensity to cause fracture. Crack rates 
and stress intensities required for fracture to occur are known to vary with adsorption. 
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From the early days of optics, Isaac Newton and Thomas Hooke postulated 

that abrasion and polishing were a function of brittle fracture whereby successively 

finer abrasives were used until the surface scratches were so fine as to be 

undetectable. Roughly a hundred years later Thomas Bilby explained that the act of 

polishing produced a localized heating which caused the formation of an amorphous 

surface layer. Although electron diffraction studies in the 1940's and 1950's showed 

that the polishing of crystalline materials produced no such amorphous layer, the Bilby 

layer and the Newton-Hooke theories are still accepted by many involved with 

abrasion as the means by which materials are worn and polished.1 As both aqueous 

and organic media are used for coolants and lubricants in cutting, drilling, grinding 

and polishing of ceramic and optical devices it is natural to study the possible effects 

adsorption or chemical interaction could have on the wear and mechanical behavior of 

brittle materials. For example, it is well documented that the presence of moisture 

decreases the fracture strengths of glasses. 2-3 How then, do acids, bases and neutral 

environments affect wear rates, mechanisms and the extents of surface and 

subsurface damage in ceramic machining? 

Since this thesis deals with the chemical effects on wear (Westwood-Rebinder 

effects), the question of whether good mechanistic evidence really exists should be 

examined. What is known are the aggravating effects moisture and extreme pHs can 

have on fracture and wear of brittle materials. Some tribologists believe that 

adsorbates affect wear JL by altering brittle material plasticities both in crack tip 

plastic zones and on surfaces by increasing dislocation mobilities, and jL. by lowering 

fracture surface energies (a concept they don't strongly subscribe to). Thus, the 

questions which need to be examined include the following: 



How do brittle materials ordinarily wear? 

Does plastic deformation play a significant role in brittle material wear? 

Can plasticity be altered by chemical adsorbtion? 

How are chemical mechanisms believed to affect wear? 

Abrasive wear in the situation of a blunt or sharp indenter rubbing against a 

surface is a complicated issue dealing with a number of properties and effects. 

Possible behavioral effects include: 

Apparent surface and bulk plastic deformation, 

The types of fractures which occur around a moving indenter, 

Tribo-active corrosion, 

Removal of material by delamination, 

Removal of material through multiple fracture intersections, 

The creation of surface strain and subsurface microfractures which lead 

to problems in film deposition uniformity, dopant diffusion, and 

optical quality. 

Wear behavior mechanisms can involve properties of: 

Fracture toughness, 

Modulus of elasticity, 

Comparative hardnesses between the abrasive and the substrate, 

Coefficients of friction between the abrasives and substrates in different 

environments, 

Hysteresis in indentation recovery, 

Material solubilities, 

Mechanically enhanced reactivities among substrate, abrasives and 

solutions. 

Most studies dealing with wear mechanisms involve single track grooving 
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caused by slowly moving sliding indenters. In the real world of ceramics machining, 

material removal becomes much more complicated with many high velocity and high 

pressure abrading particles running under various environmental situations. Existing 

mathematical models, discussed in the literature summary, reportedly lack accuracy in 

dealing with single indenter wear in ceramic materials.4-5 Because of the further 

complexity of multi-particle abrasion, an accurate mathematical model for wear 

described in the following studies would be a task beyond the scope of this thesis. 

This thesis does show that the types of damage occurring with single body and 

multiple particle wear are similar, and an attempt is made to estimate crack velocities 

as they might relate to stress corrosion effects. Using alumina as the substrate 

material, this thesis examines the gross and microscopic phenomena of multi-particle 

abrasion in a wet environment, how they might interact, and whether there are 

significant differences in the quality of surface and subsurface structures due to 

grinding. 

The following literature survey will attempt to establish what is known about 

chemically affected brittle wear, why the mechanisms given might be believed and 

how some investigators might have been misled into believing mechanisms that are 

questionable. 

Literature Survey 

Classic Concepts of Wear Pulverization 

From SEM studies of subsurface regions beneath single point sliding 

indenters, schematics (Figs. 1 & 2) are given showing how fractures occur around 

sliding indenters. There is evidence of material being removed by intersecting radial 

and lateral cracks (Fig. 2). 6 The primary cracks illustrated in Fig. 2 are usually 

referred to as radial cracks and occur during the loading half cycle of indentation and 
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rubbing. The secondary or lateral cracks occur during the unloading half cycle and by 

intersection with each other and the surface, lateral cracks, and radial cracks, cone 

cracks and cleavages can cause the pulverizing and abrasive removal of material 

(Figs. 3a&b). 11 Cleavage planes, even in cases of poor cleavability, are preferred 

stress relief zones for cracks to travel in when they lie close to a crack initiation 

plane. 6-11 Then deformation occurs in an almost purely brittle-elastic fashion. 

A better illustration of this wear fracture phenomenon is given, Fig. 4, 
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14 
showing the transverse and longitudinal natures of radial cracking. As an asperity 

ploughs through a surface, both longitudinal and transverse cracks can emanate 

from the ideally plastic boundary and intercept lateral cracks. 

Transverse and longitudinal cracks don't necessarily run straight and true to 

the parallel and perpendicular directions of rubbing. Structural considerations such 

as bond lengths, distances and crystal lattice slip orientations can cause such 

deformations in crystalline ceramics to follow preferred directions. 21 

These wear fracture mechanisms are based on tribological studies with 

static indentation as well as single point sharp and rounded indenters riding with 

repeat cycles on the same wear track. In summary, it is generally understood that 

pressure from the grinding abrasive induces elastic-plastic indentation in the 

surface, and elastic compression of the material beneath the surface. In this 

loaded state, the dragging of sharp abrasive particles acts both like a wedge 

opening up radial cracks in the shallow plastic zones, and like a plow pushing out 

material laying in the plastic zones. As the abrasive moves away from the 

compressed region, the undamaged material recovers in an elastic fashion. 

However, in the subsurface regions below the indentations, the elastic recovery is 

imperfect due to lattice distortions and damages inflicted during loading, and 

lateral fractures (somewhat parallel to the surface) form usually not connecting 

with the surface. Not only do radial fractures occur in a longitudinal fashion due to 

the wedge effect, but after the abrasive catches in the surface, the tensile stress 

loading produced by sticking causes transverse fractures to propagate behind the 

abrasive. 

A critical indentation depth exists at which fracture occurs and it is 

proportional to (K1C/H)2. Thus, an implication is made that the sharper abrasive 

'indenters' are more likely to generate radial cracks and enhance material removal 
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as these connect with lateral cracks. On the other hand, pure lateral fractures 

produced by the more blunt indenters seldom by themselves cause material 

removal as they usually don't enclose a volume of material bounded by free 

surface. As the abrasive blunts, the mechanism of removal is attributed to a 

change from one of mostly cracking to one of fracture with plastic deformations 

occurring under hydrostatic compression, and the volumetric wear decreases. 4 

However, none of the studies discovered in this literature search dealt specifically 

with flat-flat body wear mechanisms such as relates to ceramic machining with SiC. 

Nor, have the previous studies explained much about the more complicated issue 

of multiple body wear. Brittle material removal can occur by flattened asperity 

shear of raised deformations and by the intersection of radial and lateral fractures 

which together connect enclosed free space with the surface. 

Crack Tip Plasticity 

Abrasive rubbing of crystalline brittle materials can produce three types of 

deformation: slip and twinning primarily in the surface, 7,8,12,16,17,18 cracking 

where the creation and mobility of dislocations plays a part in fracture, 4,6,7,8,9,12 

and fracture along cleavage planes. Only cleavage is considered not to be plasticly 

related. M.20 For purposes of semantics, tribological papers discussing the 

subsurface fracturing of ceramics due to wear, define pure brittle fracture as 

delamination along cleavage planes in single crystal material, and delamination at 

grain boundaries in polycrystalline material. Most wear fractures from machining of 

alumina are found to be lateral and radial cracks and TEM evidence shows them to 

abound with dislocations suggesting some plastic effects in fracture. (This is 

referenced to in the literature as the Lawn model and deals with plastic zones in 

the crack tips (Fig. 5). For example, Lawn, Marshall and others have well 
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established that cracks propagate with plastic zones surrounding the crack tips 

where fracture toughness, applied stress, crack length and plasticity, ie. crack tip 

p l a s t i c  z o n e ,  a r e  i n t i m a t e l y  r e l a t e d  ( e q u a t i o n s  1 - 6 ) .  

Hertzian type distorted conchoidal fractures are also reported to occur due 

to a mixture of plastic and brittle behaviors - (As the material recovers imperfectly 

from a blunt indenting load, plastically affected conical cracks, similar in 

appearance to 'BB' fractures in glass, as well as the radial cracks can emanate 

from the surface and where the crack approaches a cleavage plane it can travel 

along that plane in a brittle fashion). 

It is generally accepted that plastic materials primarily wear in a plastic 

fashion and abraded brittle materials wear by surface-subsurface pulverization. 

However, because of physical observations of brittle material wear, tribologists do 

not discount plastic wear in brittle materials altogether. Aside from the classical 

perceptions of plastic wear, it is well understood that all non cleavage cracks have 

a cardioid shaped plastic zone surrounding their tips no matter how brittle the 

material. This zone is well established in crystalline materials such as sapphire, 

with TEM studies showing abundant dislocations densities there (Fig. 6). Yet the 

radius of this zone can be determined with applied stress a, yield strength ay, and 

crack length a, in the equation 

ry=a2a/2<ry
2 1a. 

or expressed in terms of stress intensity 

ry=K2/27t(Ty
2 1b. 

The shape of this crack tip plastic zone is described by the equation 

<rjj=[a(jia)1/2/(2jtr)1/2]f(e) 2. 

where re= 47t(K1/<ry)2(1+3/2sin20 + cosG) 3. 

re/ry=1/2+3/4(sin20)+l/2(cos0) (plane stress situation) 4. 
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(r0/ry=l/2+3/4(sin26)+l/2(l-2i>)2(cose)) (plane strain situation) 5. 

:riterion t>=CT3/(CT1+CT2) = 0.33 (plane strain situation) 6. 

At K=K1C the crack propagates and ry decreases proportionally to the 

square of the increase in ay. However, abrasion deals with multiple small fractures 

penetrating surface layers and laying close to each olfcaiv enclosing small 

volumes. Many of the cracks must be considered to be propagating through zones 

of plane stress rather than plane strain as is seen in the bulk fracture. Thus if the 

plastic zone field is plotted with plane stress dominating as in Fig. 5, the radius of 

the crack tip plastic region re, is significantly larger. In the surface effects of brittle 

material wear, one might then expect the plastic effects of fracture to be greater 

than in the bulk. For example, at K=K1C, for Mild Steel (ay=220MPa and K1c=140Pa/M1/2), 

limit ry(Stee|) = 6.4cm(jn bu|k). On the other hand for sapphire under hydrostatic 

compression, <ry = 862MPa, K1C = 3MPa/M1/2 and the limit of re(sapphjre) = 1.9jxm(in bu,k) to 

surface)-

Thus not only do ceramic materials have lower K1C than more plastic 

materials such as metals, but combining lower stress intensities with higher yield 

strengths the crack tip plastic zones get extremely small in the bulk, but less so in 

Plane Straii 
^ re/ry 

Plane Stres 
i 

At Surface 
Fig. 5 Crack Tip Plastic Zone in Plane Stress and Plane Strain 
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the abraded surface. So the question exists: do very brittle materials really have a 

significant plastic wear component regardless of either the surface slip plow effect 

or plastically affected fracture? If sufficient temperature or hydrostatic compression 

is applied, stress intensity can exceed K1C without fracture,and the material can 

deform plastically. So, another apparent question would be whether or not 

sufficient localized temperatures or hydrostatic pressures exist surrounding the 

indenting abrasive to induce a plastic wear effect. 

Good examples of both wear and indentation induced dislocations in 

sapphire are given by B. Hockey, Figs. 6&7. 9a>b From cross-sectional views of 

indentation induced cracks, and planer views of subsurface scratch regions caused 

by basal plane polishing with 0.25fim diamond, TEM evidence is given of 

dislocations occurring densely in the plastic zone at the crack initiation point and 

then perpendicular to the entire length of the crack demonstrating that plastic 

deformation in sapphire results from light abrasion as well as indentation and 

occurs prior to fracture. On non basal planes twinning was also found. Basal plane 

;C.rack:P.ath 

J %, V 

Dotted Lines/Represents^ 
' * r * - -s ';' n V / 

Polishing ^cratchos Above \ 

Dislocations* t t . •; ,1'- \ 

Fig. 6 Dislocations Followed by Fig- 7 Dense Surface Dislocations 

Cracking From Indentation of Along Wear Scratches of Alumina 

Alumina on Basal Plane 9 Polished on Basal Plane With 0.25|Lim 
Diamond 9 
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indents produced cracking but these cracks formed after dislocations were 

generated. 9a 

With regard to the plastic effects as they relate to fracture, a strong 

argument supporting abrasion induced plastic deformation in brittle materials is 

made by R. P.Steijn 17 : Etching techniques show glide dislocations in brittle ionic 

crystals of CaF2, LiF, and NaCI. Dislocation etch pits are found immediately below, 

and adjacent to scratches produced by single heavy loaded slow moving probes. 

By examining sub-surface scratch zones beneath freshly cleaved planes, 

scratched in the <110>(100) directions both with sharp and round indenters, CaF2 

is shown to undergo brittle cracking along ordinary cleavage faces as well as 

'plastic' deformation evidenced with clusters of point defects left behind from 

moving screw dislocations. On the other hand, rock salt type crystals such as MgO 

and LiF scratched in the same directions exhibit primarily dislocation associated 

cracks on the dodecahedral planes. That these etch pits are glide bands belonging 

to natural slip systems is confirmed by cleaving through scratches and examining a 

three dimensional dislocation structure. Berg-Barrett X-Ray topographs show that 

lattices directly below the sliding indenters undergo rotations about an axis in the 

sliding plane and perpendicular to the scratches. Repeat scratching of the same 

tracks causes movement of existing dislocations and introduction of new ones. 

These crystals are softer, and have more operational slip systems than alumina, 

and deform isotropically. Similar studies demonstrate local anisotropic surface 

plastic effects in hard brittle single crystals including sapphire. 17 Yet, wear or 

material removal is fundamentally a process of microfracture regardless of the 

brittle - plastic relationship of the cracking mechanism. Similar to the ionic crystals 

above, etch pits associated with abrasion induced edge dislocations were 

produced in sapphire with hot phosphoric acid. Pits on the Basal plane developed 
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at 320°C and on the {2021} planes at 375*C. 10 

The relationship between wear and mechanical properties is complex with 

fracture mechanisms predominating when abrasive indentation depths are high, 

abrasives are sharp, and the ratio of fracture toughness to hardness (K1C/H) of a 

material is low. When values of K1C/H are high and/or when K1C or H of the 

material is high, wear rates are low {K1c(Sapphire) < 3 MN irr3/2 and H s2KN/mm2}. 4 

In addition to the microscopic evidence of crack tip plasticity, there are physical 

measurements which quantify this plastic effect. Since the measured fracture 

energy of sapphire (between 6 & 40 J/m2) >> equilibrium surface energy (1J/m2), 

(non cleavage) fracture obviously involves more than just a brittle mechanism. 13 

Other Plastic Effects 

In addition to Crack tip plasticity, a consensus exists among tribologists that 

other plastic effects such as surface slip and shallow depth twinning occur but are 

not dominant in brittle wear. 

Although ceramics are brittle, with a K1C less than 10MNirr3/2, there is 

evidence from the small volumes deformed during hardness testing, that plastic 

deformation occurs during the indentation phase of abrasive wear. 4 According to 

some authors this plasticity is attributed both to inhibition of fracture by hydrostatic 

pressure 7-9 and the increase of temperature within the plastic zone. 4 Associated 

tensile stresses resulting from drag (Discussion Fig. 44) can cause radial vent 

cracks to propagate from the plastic zone, and with blunt indenters or light loads 

these stresses can cause cracks to develop in a bell or cone like fashion beneath 

the dull indenter. One author, 4 gave the following examples of wear induced 

plastic deformation in brittle materials: 

Coarse abrasion damage on fused silica as seen in the SEM appeared to 
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produce plastically deformed grooves with adjacent fracture damage. 

With hot pressed Si3N4 {slightly higher K1C and slightly lower H than 

sapphire} damage from a sliding indenter was claimed mainly to consist 

of plastic grooving with light fracturing. 

High bonding energies, lattice structures which provide obstacles to slip, 

and many physical observations of ceramic materials suggest that ceramic wear is 

strictly a function of brittle fracture and chemical activity. Vet the tribological 

literature is replete with claims supporting plastic deformation as an important 

mechanism in the wear of ceramic materials. In fact, wear induced plastic 

deformation has been studied in materials as hard and brittle as SiC 6 and 

diamond. 7 The literature also gives evidence claiming non fracturing plastic 

surface deformation occurring with both slip and twinning mechanisms, 8 as well 

as plastically governed fracture. If there is sufficient hydrostatic pressure during 

abrasion of ceramic materials, inelastic recovery can occur without fracture. 

Tribologists believe that such conditions exist in very localized, Pierls stress field 

regions around the contact points of the ceramic surfaces with the abrasive 

particles. 9a Examples given include corkscrew chips from single stroke rubbing of 

titania with 600 grit SiC paper; 19 non-fracturing static and sliding indentation in 

corundum 7.0.10 and diamond; 11 ploughing distortion on the surface of ceramic 

materials with light loaded blunt riding indenters 10, and strain measured with 

X-Ray diffraction of particles both after abrasion and annealed12 

Frictional and plastic anisotropic effects by which plastic deformations 

occur are explained by primary slip systems, and the crystallography and slip 

systems of Al203 are well described and illustrated in the literature. Alumina's 

primary slip system is <1120>(0001). A secondary basal plane slip system is in the 

<10T0> direction. 7,18,20,29 
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As discussed above with regard to abrasion of titania, wear chips can 

provide profound evidence of deformation believed to be plastic. Cutter and 

McPherson's X-Ray diffraction studies on debris produced by abrasion of a harder 

brittle material, alumina, under a flow of alcohol show both plastic deformation with 

percent strain decreasing as crystallite size increases, and significant changes in 

this strain after annealing (Fig. 10). It is however, important to mention that 

alumina bulk ceramics often will not achieve 0.3% strain without fracturing, but as 

the wear chips are small, surface deformation may have a lesser effect on 

initiating fracture as zones of ideal plasticity (Fig. 1) occupy a greater percent of 

the volume, and as seen in the data (Fig. 8), the smaller chips do retain greater 

deformations . 
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Fig. 8 Strain vs. Particle Size 12 

From the equation, dT/de = (1-P)ay/pC 8. 

(where p = density, C = heat capacity, and p = the fraction of heat lost to the 

environment), these authors back calculate that highly localized temperatures 

might have been achieved between 900° and 1200°C 12 in agreement with Moore 

and King. 4 There is however some disagreement as to whether localized 

temperatures can get that high during wet abrasion or even whether it is really 

necessary for plastic deformation to occur. Having demonstrated with TEM, plastic 
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deformation in sapphire related to abrasion (Figs. 6&7) Hockey states regarding 

temperature, "It Is difficult to Imagine that the high iumperatures required for 

bulk deformation are developed during indentation and relatively light 

abrasive actions. Instead, plastic deformation during these processes Is 

thought tc- be a consequence of the nature and magnitude of the local 

stresses under indenters and abrasive particles it is highly probable that 

the extremely large shear stresses necessary to generate dislocations and 

initiate twinning at room temperature are attained since full relaxation of the 

applied load cannot occur by fracture." 9a'b He attributes high confining 

pressures required for plastic deformations to the stress concentrating effects of 

asperity surface contacts and the resulting highly localized Pierls stress fields. 90 

(These conclusions are also supported by observations of slip and twinning in bulk 

single crystals (of sapphire at room temperature) produced respectively at 350kpsi 

hydrostatic compression with 125kpsi tension, and at 350kpsi hydrostatic 

compression with 750kpsi compressive stress. [P. W. Bridgeman 42]) 

In addition to surface effects, compression induced twins are suggested as 

probable initiation sources of fracture in sapphire and that they have been shown 

to occur at temperatures as low as -196°C. 33 This fact might lend support to the 

argument for room temperature, abrasion induced, plastic deformation of sapphire. 

If a brittle material is rubbed against a smooth surface, no asperities should 

exist to indent and produce radial fractures. Ideally, this type of experiment would 

limit deformation to plastic effects. When sapphire is rubbed against steel, wear 

produced spinel formations are found and fracture occurs as a function of 

crystallographic sliding direction in the basal plane. Slip bands are found 

perpendicular to the rubbing direction when the crystal is oriented in the low wear 

rate direction, 30° off the 'a' axis <1100>(0001), and not found in the high wear 
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rate direction <1120>(0001). In the high wear direction profuse fracturing is seen 

despite the fact that this is the direction of preferred slip. The explanation given is 

that in the high wear rate direction the basal sheets experience tensile stress vs. 

compressive in the other direction. As sapphire has a greater compressive than 

tensile strength (brittle definition), less plastic flow will occur before fracture and 

fewer slip bands are seen. 16 

Although not quantitatively comparable with the situation of abrasive 

grinding, the slip bands seen here do demonstrate the potential for some plastic 

surface effect. In spite of this evidence, SEM studies of abraded polycrystalline 

alumina suggest that surface deformation such as ploughing is not a major 

mechanism of material removal. Heavy deformation is observed in grooved regions 

with adjacent regions of inter granular fracture (Lawn model). Where grooving is 

less severe, heavily deformed surface patches are noticed and some of these 

patches lift from the surface in a laminar fashion. However, with a lightly loaded 

slow moving asperity, slip bands are shown to occur within but not across the 

grains. According to one author, under conditions of light load or blunt abrasives 

the slip model is applicable and in the opposite cases the Lawn model. 8 

Regarding mechanical mechanisms for achieving plastic deformation Steijn, 

Riesz and Weber are cited for studies on plastic deformation due to wear of 

sapphire in non lubricated normal and hot conditions. Greater wear and more 

fracture damage are observed on crystals with more imperfections. 6 

In addition, it is noted that deformation in crystalline ceramics is volume 

conserving and anisotropic. Wear of a brittle material is a phenomena in which 

small plastic deformations allegedly increase surface roughness by ploughing, 

which then increases friction, in turn leading to plowing and further enhanced 

plastic wear (stick and slip behavior). 21 It Is suggested that stick and slip 
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behavior (the intermittent and sometimes violent grabbing between abrasive and 

substrate) might be due to the Initial plastic-elastic deformation followed by 

fracture. 19 However, massive plasticity is not evident. In metals the plastic 

contribution to wear and friction would be readily acceptable, but based on stick 

and slip observations of single point riders on ceramics, from a brittle point of view 

the same observations could be explained as follows: Starting with a smooth 

surface, the rider will produce longitudinal fractures in the wear track. As these are 

not smooth, the asperity will jam against edges of these cracks. As drag increases, 

it breaks free, and each time the rider lurches, more longitudinal fractures can be 

introduced as the asperity digs back in. Once in, the drag force of the asperity 

against the substrate again increases. When stress intensity, produced by drag 

across a transverse defect such as a small scratch or slip fault, equals K1C, 

sufficient tensile stress exists to open transverse fractures. As the surface of the 

brittle material starts to pulverize the abrasive asperity is released to lurch again 

and the number of transverse fractures in the wear track may continue to grow with 

each pass. Thus, as each transverse crack is a further source of increased friction 

and aggravated stick and slip behavior, an increase in friction and wear can have 

its root in fracture behavioral induced surface roughness. Regardless of plastic or 

fracture behavior, friction is related to wear. 

Chemical bonding between the abrasive and the abraded surface is 

mentioned as another mechanism which could increase friction and thus increase 

plastic deformation or brittle behavior causing a further increase of cracking and/or 

plastic deformations, and wear. 14 

As brittle material wear is intimately related to fracture toughness, and as 

strain is seen to be greatest within the smallest wear chips, suggestion can also be 

made that fracture toughness is higher in the surface layers than in the bulk. 
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Regarding the different fracture toughness criteria, Marshall, Lawn and Cook 

demonstrate that microstructure is determined to have a profound effect on the 

difficulty of machining ceramics. 22 The factor governing the measured grinding 

forces of these materials is claimed to be the KiCrtl, {'m' referring to small cracks}, 

not the K1CM of conventionally measured bulk fractures. 22 This probably is 

related to larger crack tip plastic zone in the plane stress state of small abrasion 

induced fractures. Toughness is asserted to be a function of increasing crack size, 

at least as far as the surface microstructural effects are concerned. With regards 

to studies on polycrystalline aluminas of similar purities, higher grinding 

resistance is found with smaller grain sizes as is K1Cm. In contrast, abrasion 

damage on fused silica as seen in the SEM appeared to produce plastically 

deformed grooves with adjacent fracture damage. With hot pressed Si3N4 {slightly 

higher Kic and slightly lower H than sapphire} damage from a sliding indenter was 

claimed mainly to consist of plastic grooving with light fracturing. 

High bonding energies, lattice structures which provide obstacles to slip, 

and many physical observations of ceramic materials suggest that ceramic wear is 
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strictly a function of brittle fracture and chemical activity. Yet the tribological 

literature is replete with claims supporting plastic deformation as an important 

mechanism in the wear of ceramic materials. In fact, wear induced plastic 

deformation has been studied in materials as hard and brittle as SiC 6 and 

diamond. 7 The literature also gives evidence claiming non fracturing plastic 

surface deformation occurring with both slip and twinning mechanisms, 8 as well 

as plastically governed fracture. If there is sufficient hydrostatic pressure during 

abrasion of ceramic materials, inelastic recovery can occur without fracture. 

Tribologists believe that such conditions exist in very localized, Pierls stress field 

regions around the contact points of the ceramic surfaces with the abrasive 

particles. 9 Examples given include corkscrew chips from single stroke rubbing of 

titania with 600 grit SiC paper; 19 non-fracturing static and sliding indentation in 

corundum 7.0.10 and diamond; 11 ploughing distortion on the surface of ceramic 

materials with light loaded blunt riding indenters 10, and strain measured with 

X-Ray diffraction of particles both after abrasion and annealed. 12 Frictional and 

plastic anisotropic effects by which plastic deformations occur are explained by 

primary slip systems, and the crystallography and slip systems of Al203 are well 

described and illustrated in the literature. Alumina's primary slip system is 

<1120>(0001). A secondary basal plane slip system is in the<10l0> direction. 

7,18,20,29 discussed above with regard to abrasion of titania, wear chips can 

provide profound evidence of deformation believed to be pi mechanism, 2.) plastic 

zones at crack initiation points and crack tips, 3.) possible hydrostatic 

compression around abrasive contact regions which might allow for limited surface 

slippage and twinning. With these deformation mechanisms, it is necessary to to 

examine which properties and deformation mechanisms might be affected by 

coolant chemicals. 
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Chemical effects relating to wear (Westwood-Rebinder effects) 

Chemical coolants are known to have a powerful effect on altering wear 

rates. In the case of aqueous media, pH can influence greater wear in its extremes 

and lesser wear close to the material's iso-electric point. 

When abrasion of a brittle material such as sapphire takes place in an 

aqueous chemical environment, rates of wear are reported to vary with pH 

although there is some question in the literature as to the real reasons for this. 

A.R.C. Westwood, often cited for work on the environmentally sensitive wear 

properties of non-metals, claims that the changes in wear rates and machinability 

of sapphire are due to changes in hardness with pH. 13 His data showed that 

drilling rates, are greatest at pHs remote from the iso-electric points and minimal 

at the iso-electric points where the sapphire is the hardest. Determination of 

hardness involves dragging a pendulum sclerometer across a wet surface, 

basically a scratch test. It is more likely that this is a measurement of frictional 

drag than hardness. Curiously, the so called hardnesses peaked at two iso-electric 

points, pH = 5 and pH = 8.5, and wear rate was minimized at these points. One of 

these points was incorrect, possibly an artifact of powder preparation. Pure Al203 

(sapphire) particles have an IEP of pH = 9 (verified in the following experimental 

section). Westwood suggests that adsorption induced changes in near surface 

dislocation mobility cause hardness and wear to vary. 13a'b 

To clarify the nature of this environmental wear effect, a microhardness 

indentation study was performed to establish variation of hardness with 

environment. Hardness was found to vary according to whether or not there are 

adsorbed species on the surface. Alumina was found to be 9% harder stripped and 

dry than with adsorbed water. 14 Hardnesses in some electronic ceramics are 

believed to vary as much as 29% when wet. Four classes of possible mechanisms 
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were mentioned as cause for the apparent shifts in indentation hardness: 

1) surface energy changes due to adsorption 

2) dislocation interactions with adsorbates and lattice defects 

3) altering strengths of near surface bonds with adsorbates 

4) lubrication/friction effects 

The first case is ruled out as the theoretical effect is determined to be four 

orders of magnitude less than observed effects, but this may only be valid for the 

case of static indentation. Changes in surface energy are likely to play a 

significant role in fracture and in a static hardness test, if the indentation is small 

enough, cracking might not occur at all leading to the above conclusion. On the 

other hand, brittle material wear involves the issue of multiple intersecting 

fractures in which surface energy changes could still be very important. The 

surface energy case should not be ruled out of consideration in wear effects. 

Two dislocation mechanisms are suggested that might be involved in the 

second case:14 

Force field effect: An effect on dislocations caused by differences between 

bulk and surface properties inclusive of bond energy, bond lengths, 

atomic arrangements, double layer etc. Such property differences 

could affect dislocations and microhardness if the effect is operative. 

As an interrupted load test allowing water to penetrate the indentation 

does not decrease hardness, this effect is discounted. 

Adsorbate point defect interactions: Chemisorption might result in energy 

band bending in the surface region altering the electron core structure 

of dislocations and or the state of ionization of point defects. These 

changes could affect dislocation point defect interactions and thus 

dislocation mobility. In addition, if the adsorbed species is small 
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enough, as with H+, it could diffuse down the core of a dislocation, 

making dislocations more mobile at depths beneath the surface.s,i4,i3b 

It is believed that protons have a much higher diffusion constant than 

H2 at room high temperatures. Tribothermal or even tribo-mechanical 

energy sources might be adequate to increase the coefficient of 

diffusion of H+ for such transport to take place in sapphire.36a-b-0 

In an effort to determine if H+ adsorption could be a controlling factor of 

chemically modified wear, acoustical measurements were made while drilling 

alumina in different environments (Fig. 10). The drilling of alumina in water 

produced greater noise associated with fracture than drilling in CCI4 or high 

vacuum. However, the conclusion of strong H+ effects, might be inaccurate as the 

aqueous species considered to affect wear does not included (OH)". This effect 

(#Acoustic Emissions) 
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Fig.10 Acoustic Emissions From the Drilling of Submerged Alumina 27a b 

could be due to stress corrosion, or a change in crack surface energies from either 

ion and the conclusions of this study - that H+ embrittlement is a universal effect 

and may be the cause of the Westwood-Rebinder chemo-mechanical behavior -

might be misleading if solely based on this study.27a'b 

One popular suggested mechanism by which chemicals can affect brittle 

material wear follows an example given for metals. The tribology of metals has 
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proven that plastic deformation is the dominant means by which abrasion removes 

metal and produces specular surfaces. In a chemical environment, mechanisms for 

such deformations have recently been suggested in which chemical surface 

adsorption increases dislocation mobility in metals. Although doubt exists 

regarding its validity, as published, this mechanism involves the diffusion of H+ 

through the dislocation core followed by the formation of gas from the reaction 

2H+ +2e" = H2 13. 

The pressure from this gas between slip planes of the crystal lattice is said to 

increase the mobility of dislocations. 5 Whether protons can diffuse into sapphire 

and have such an effect is not clear but some investigators cited in this literature 

survey believe they do. 

Literature is cited (Bowden, Tabor, Brookes, Atkins, Peterson, Murray) 

demonstrating that coefficients of friction can be strongly affected by adsorption. A 

change in friction can contribute to an alteration in the measurement of hardness 

and the stress distribution around an indenter. In non-centrosymetric crystals (lll-V, 

11-VI compounds), hardness is different between antipodal faces as is adsorption. 

Assuming that adsorbates act as lubricants (as suggested in other papers), the 

lubrication friction model satisfies these observations due to the polarity induced 

differences of adsorbed ions at opposite polar faces. 14 In other words the lower 

hardness on the wet side is due to adsorbate lubrication. If the interfacial forces 

are sufficiently high, desorption of adsorbed species occurs and friction 

increases.28 Adsorbates can, but do not necessarily, act as lubricants to reduce 

friction. An important observation about the effect of aqueous coolant on friction 

with single point riders is that initially, wet friction is less than dry friction. In as 

few as five passes as surface damage becomes rough, the wet drag force can 

increase to that of the initial dry force. Thus by affecting the coefficient of friction, 
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aqueous environments can play a role in varying wear. One author observes that 

"ordinarily a lower coefficient of friction implies a lower shear stress on the sliding 

surface which should produce less fracture. Apparently, the lower shear stress is 

offset by some influence of aqueous solutions (increasing wear fractures) on crack 

propagation either in one or in several passes." 7 If in aqueous wear, friction is 

less when wear is greater, and as shear plays a more major role in plastic wear 

than in pulverization the quoted observation above might be a real clue that 

environment primarily affects wear fracturing. 

It is possible then, that hardness is not even the property affected by 

adsorbed ions. Indenter creep experiments show a slow decrease in hardness with 

time. 14 This is explained in terms of the time required for OH" ions to penetrate 

newly created surfaces at the indenter-substrate interfaces. Beyond indentation 

depths where the frictional contribution becomes small (ie. depths at which 

resistance to the indenter is sufficiently high that the effect of drag on the indenter 

is insignificant), hardness becomes constant. Interrupted load tests allowing water 

to penetrate these deeper indentations do not decrease hardness.14 Perhaps then, 

friction is the behavior responsible for the Westwood-Rebinder effects as 

evidenced both with sliding sclerometer and microindentation. 

In addition to the current thinking of pH effects on hardness and/or friction, 

an important consideration for wear is the possibility of chemically altered cracking 

mechanisms. In fracture studies of both humidity moistened glass and sapphire at 

STP, crack rates of less than 10"4 m/sec are slow enough for moisture transport 

and adsorption onto the crack surfaces to take place. In fracture studies of 

submerged silica, aqueous adsorption Is seen to have effect at crack speeds 

as high as 10-1 m/sec. 41a"f Under these wet conditions crack propagation rates 

increase while stress intensities decrease. Sapphire can be made to exhibit both 
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fast (v > 10"4m/sec) and slow crack propagation with rates as slow as 

10"8m/sec.29'30 At low stress intensity, the crack velocity is limited by the reaction 

rate of the wet environment with the near tip crack surface. At high stress intensity, 

the crack propagates faster than the environment and is not affected by moisture. 

31 >32 As one of the driving forces for transport is concentration of moisture in the 

gaseous case and perhaps even concentration of corrosive ions in the liquid case, 

stress corrosion or surface energy enhanced fracturing might be the cause of the 

Westwood-Rebinder effects. Also implied in the second limitation is the viscosity of 

the penetrating fluid and conceivably the temperature and hydraulic pressure if the 

system is not at STP. (In aqueous grinding, viscosity is low; steam could form at 

the grinding interfaces; and hydraulic pressure might be significant.) Regarding 

chemical effects on crack propagation, studies on the moisture affected fracture in 

sapphire show significant lowering of fracture toughness at crack velocities < 10"4 

m/sec. Yet, no studies were discovered comparing fracture energies at different 

pHs. 

Other chemical wear effects that need to be examined deal with possible 

rapid formations of softer or even gel like layers that could be responsible for 

smoother wear previously attributed to plastic deformation; the lowering of surface 

energy allowing for easier crack propagation; or the lowering of friction. Obviously, 

in a wet environment a double layer of adsorbed ions will form on the surface. 

However, consideration needs to be given to compounds that might form in 

aqueous environments at different pHs. Unfortunately the wear literature doesn't 

examine this topic much but some useful information has been obtained on 

solubilities of alumina and the formation of Gibbsite from geological studies on 

weathering of minerals. 
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Aqueous Surface Interaction with Sapphire 

It is suggested that wet grinding might induce hydration of alumina to 

AI(OH)3 (Gibbsite) or AIOOH. 23 However, in order to produce the three OH" 

bonds of Gibbsite, free AI+3 ions are required (Discussion wrt. pH and solubility 

p67). An examination of the Pourbaix diagram of aluminum, Fig 11, shows the 

thermodynamic possibilities of AI+3 ions going into solution at pHs of 4 or less, the 

formation of Gibbsite compounds at pHs between 4 and 8, and AI02" at alkaline 

pHs. 24a However, because of slow kinetics, 25b 
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hydrological data, Fig.12, shows very slow dissolution of aluminum from alumina 

even in acidic aqueous environments.25 It is unlikely that with these low 

solubilities the formation of Gibbsite plays a major role in wear. 

From kinetic studies of alumina powders dissolving in very strong, hot 

NaOH solutions, alumina is seen to dissociate slowly by the reaction: 

Al203 +2[0H-..(H20) 2 ]+3H20=2[AI(0H) 4 (H20)]- 14. 

Where cot is the weight of powder dissolved over time, 

dco/dt=-k0)(Bt
2 15. 

The dissociation rate constant k^O.OOOIg-1 hr1for 1M NaOH at 115". If the 

surface area of the dissolving powder at time t is taken into consideration, 



At=(6/p2/3)tot
2/3=Acot

2/3 

d©/dt=(-kCJ/A3)At
3 
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16. 

Then 17. 

and the rate constant with respect to the overall surface area is 

kA= km /A3. 26 18. 

Considering the minimal area of a flat wear sample compared to the massive area 

of a powder suspension, the dissolution rate becomes very small value. 

Effects of chemicals on the abrasive 

A final important consideration of chemical environment on wear would be 

the effect on abrasive media. One claim offered in the literature is that SiC riding 

against sapphire, wears in basic solutions about the same as in water, but in acid 

the SiC wear rate is slower. 7 From this one might expect greater sapphire wear in 

acidic environments due to longer maintenance of the abrasive sharpness. 

It is well established that adsorption of chemical species can have 

significant effects on the wear rate and frictional behaviors of ceramic machining 

(Westwood-Rebinder effects). It is also generally agreed that crystalline brittle 

materials wear primarily by fracture processes with some plastic deformation . With 

evidence previously discussed that pure brittle fracture (dislocation free) occurs 

only in cleavage, most authors, in finding that ceramic wear is predominantly not a 

cleavage process, accept that wear fractures are plastically affected. In addition 

TEM evidence is conclusive that non cleaved, wear induced dislocations abound 

beneath scratches and around fractures. 

Currently, many authors, perhaps incorrectly, attribute the 

Literature Critique 
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Westwood-Rebinder effects to alteration of dislocation source energies and 

mobilities despite well documented knowledge of environmental alteration to crack 

surface energies. Only one in this survey suggested surface energy effects as 

being related to chemically modified wear behavior. 7 Probably the most 

misleading concept in all of the trlboiogy literature regarding the 

Westwood-Rebinder effect is that because of minimal effects of surface 

energy changes In wet Indentation testing, surface energy effects are 

mistakenly ruled out as a cause of environmentally affected wear. 14 

Microhardness testing doesn't distinguish between elastic, plastic and fracture 

effects. If surface energy effects or stress corrosion cracking were important wear 

consideration they would of course likely affect fracture, and unlikely effect the 

elastic-plastic processes of indentation testing. In a good indentation test of 

shallow depth, little fracturing occurs. 

Although frequently claimed by tribology authors, the available literature in 

this search offered little evidence of chemically enhanced dislocation activity as a 

chemically altered, controlling wear mechanism in brittle materials. Even without 

environmental consideration, no real evidence is given that grinding plane slippage 

or twinning is important to brittle material removal or surface finish during wear. In 

studies which have claimed that such deformation was observed, SEM 

observations of plough waves, smooth surfaces and smeared over grain 

boundaries could have deceptively caused tribologists familiar with examining 

metallic wear samples having similar appearances, to believe these phenomena 

were being observed in ceramics. It is possible that these observations were due 

to other causes such as very fine debris impacted grain boundaries; minimization 

of fractures related to load, sharpness, and chemical effects; and even the SEM 

specimen preparation process (lack of removal of fine impacted debris). Without 
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more definitive studies of grinding induced surface slip arid twinning in brittle 

materials, it is difficult to assess the wear merit of this mechanism and how it 

might be affected by environmental factors. 

Regarding environmental considerations, fracture mechanics studies give 

clues demonstrating moisture enhanced cracking with stress corrosion and surface 

energy changes. Whether this is further enhanced with strong adsorbates such as 

high concentrations of H+ or OH" was not discovered in this literature survey. 

Nevertheless, in tribology literature this doesn't appear to have been studied as a 

major cause of Westwood-Rebinder effects. No definitive studies were found that 

demonstrate why ceramic wear and friction effects vary with chemical adsorbates. 

Thus, the explanations suggested in the literature should only be considered as 

speculations. 
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Polycrystalline Alumina Wear Vs. pH (Procedure 1) 

Initially 99% high density alumina hemispheres were wet abraded in 

solutions with NaOH - HCI solutions over a range of pH's between 0 and 13. 

Samples were weighed before mounting, mounted on aluminum cylinders, and 

abraded on 180 grit SiC paper with a Buehler Minimet® polisher/grinder set for 3 

minute, medium pressure runs. The samples were then cleaned and re-weighed. 

Weight losses of several runs at each pH were averaged and plotted. Surface 

examinations of the samples were examined with scanning electron microscopy. 

Results I 

As can be seen (Fig. 13), extremes in wear were observed at extreme pH's 

with lower wear at neutral pH's. Subsequent SEM micrographs made on wear 
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samples, Figs. 14a,b,c,d,e,f, revealed rough textures on samples abraded at extreme 

pH's. The apparent fracture free grooves and transgranular plateaus at neutral 

pH's could have been interpreted as very fine debris packed surfaces, plastically 

deformed surfaces, or surfaces which when abraded, fractured in such a shallow 

manner as to prevent the formation of any significant subsurface cracking. 

However, the textures illustrated in these micrographs showed mostly which part of 

the ceramic structure fractured more easily at different pH's, and at what pH 

processes the least surface damage was produced. For example, the 

polycrystalline alumina sample (Fig. 14a) is shown as received in an unabraded 

condition. Note the crystal terminations or facets and the lack of cracks. 

In Fig. 14b, a sample abraded at pH=0, the crystal facets are still visible 

and well defined. It is apparent that fracture is transgranular among a multitude of 

grains; yet little evidence of intergranular fracture or grain pullout is seen. 



As more neutral pH coolants were used (pH 4 of Fig. 14c) during abrasion, 

wear was lower and the surface appeared somewhat smoother although it seemed 

that a peculiar deformation had taken place along parallel directions. 

Fig.  14c 
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Polu . Cnustalli n_e_B I urn i na j_ -Mag ,_50Q0. 

Wear at pH 7 in Fig. 14d had produced a very smooth surface with the loss 

of much grain boundary distinction (possibly the so called plastic deformation 

described by other authors cited in the literature, or perhaps due to filling and 
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packing of the grain boundary with very fine debris). The cavitations could 

possibly be pullout, but their small size compared to a grain would more likely 

indicate intergranular porosity). 

'  F ig.  14e)"  

. 

I- • ' 

* "• ; V • -v.. 

Abraded pH 7 180 qrit SiC_ 1 um 
MINIMET. i-
Foly Crystalline Alumina Mag. 5000. 

At pH 11 (Fig. 14e), the abraded surface still appeared almost smooth with 

obvious evidence of grain pullout. 

Fig.  I4e 
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MINIMET . y - . it 

| Poly Crystalline Alumina Mag. 5000 
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At pH 13 wear was high and the surface was generally rough. Fig. 14f 

readily shows a mixture of smooth surfaces interrupted by intragranular fracture 

and pullout as well as some transgranular fracture from abrasion at extreme 

alkaline pH similar to that seen at pH 0. 

^ V 

, % v v% , v jfls, ; '45* 
J ^ ,> ' - s 

/ts4~ 
Abraded pH 13 180 grit SiC . j .jm . 
MINIMET • . — 
Poly CrystaI l ine flIum ina * Mag.. 5000 

Single Crystal Wear Studies (Procedure 2) 

A boule of white Czochralski sapphire was obtained, courtesy of Dr. Kotka at 

Union Carbide in Washington State, and samples were prepared approximately 10° off 

of the (0001) plane. Initially the same experiments were repeated as performed on 

polycrystalline alumina. 

Results 2 

As can be seen in Fig. 15, the wear behavior of sapphire appeared to be 

similar to polycrystalline material, Fig 13. However, because of the scatter in data 

from one run to another, a technique was devised to run similar experiments using 

known and controllable pressures, abrasive velocities, fresh flowing solutions and 

even electrical bias across the samples. 
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Fig. 15 Wear vs. pH - Single Crystal Alumina 

Improved Single Crystal Wear (Procedure 3) 

Single and multiple specimen chucks were designed to attach to a Buehler 

Ecomet (Figs. 16 & 17). 

side 

<©> 
b o t t o M  

Rigid Plater* Chuck for 

Buehler 

Euroraet 

SinfrleSatuple 
Holder 

•C • 

Fig. 16 

M u l t i  S a m p l e  H o i d e i »  

Chuck and Sample Holder Assembly 
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ksh 

Chuck grounded with 
sample at negative bias 

on wet interface 

Pneumaticaly reguhted 
pressure head 

pH solution with charged 
electrode 

Fig. 17 Modified Buehler Ecorrset® IV Grinder Polisher with 
Euromet® I Power Head for Electro Chemical Wear Machining 
Studies 

Samples were abraded with and without electrical bias at a wide range of pH's 

as illustrated (Fig. 18). Three consecutive one minute runs were each performed on 

fresh 180 grit SiC paper grinding the sapphire sample at a velocity of 2 m/sec. A 22 

lb force was applied to (0001) samples of approximately .85 cm2 area. These 

samples were glued onto the holders with thermosetting cement which was reinforced 

with cyanoacrylic resin. All mounted samples were preabraded with 325 grit resin 

bonded diamond and at the end of the three runs the entire holder was removed 

cleaned, dried with an air gun, and weighed to within 0.1 mg. 

As illustrated in Fig. 18, measurements of wear at different pH's show an 

expected lower wear in the more neutral pH's. At the Iso Electric Point, pH=9, is seen 

an especially sharp dip in material removal. A negative charge on the wear surface 

significantly enhances the material's removal except at the iso electric point and in 

strong acid. Positive bias, on the other hand, is seen to lower the wear significantly 

except at extremely high pH and at pH=7. 

Results 3 
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167V), -18.5V 
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Fig. 18 Sapphire Wear vs. pH with Electric Bias 

Environmental Effects on Hardness (Procedure 4) 

A study was conducted with Dr. Warren Oliver at the Oak Ridge National 

Laboratories Nano Indenter Lab in an attempt to examine the Westwood hardness 

explanation of chemically influenced wear. A series of wet cells as in Fig. 19, created 

on a sapphire slide with 'O' rings and bee's wax, were filled with pH solutions. With 

the Nano Indenter stage electrically biased to place a charge across the sapphire in a 

similar manner to the wear experiments already mentioned, the instrument was 

programmed to make 30 indents in each cell up to -2000A depth. Of these indents, 10 

were done without bias, 10 at +18V and 10 at -18V. This instrument is sensitive to 

indent measurements as small as 200A. 
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Platinum 
L Z Z I , Electrodes 

DC Voltage 

pH Solutions 

Insulated Wet Cells 

Sapphire Slide 

Metal Stage 
Fig. 19 Electro-Chemical Hardness Testing Cell 

Results 4 

Only two pH's studied produced good values, pH=0 and distilled water. No 

variation in depth of indent to load (ergo hardness) was detectable. The balance of 

the studies provided no useful data as the wet, charged system rapidly degraded the 

diamond point of the indenter. This was not realized until weeks later when the data 

had been analyzed and the point examined in the SEM. Because of the obvious lack 

of change in measured values, hardness was not calculated. 

Etch Pit Studies (Procedure 5) 

To look for evidence of chemically affected dislocation phenomena as a 

controlling mechanism of wear behavior, (0001) +10° sapphire samples were abraded 

all in the same single direction for 5 min., 6m/sec, with 400 grit SiC at various pH's. 

(These samples had all been preabraded with 15nm Ni bonded diamond on a steel 

lap; and this preparation was carried out in a multi-directional rotating fashion in order 

to distinguish pre-existing damage from the single direction of the strain experiment.) 

Samples were then etched in boiling phosphoric acid at successively higher 

temperatures until etch pits developed (T 2. 295°C). Micrographs were then taken of 

these etch pits with differential interference contrast optical microscopy as well as 
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scanning electron microscopy. 

Results 5 

The samples generally exhibited both specular and non specular zones (Fig. 

20); so micrographs were made in both regions. Oblique triangular etch pits did form 

similar to dislocation etch pits reported in the literature, 18 in areas previously abraded 

smooth. Similar to the equilateral triangular pits cited, these pits formed as arrays 

with uniform crystallographic orientation drawn in Fig. 21 from micrographs Figs. 22 to 

23. Because of their less distinct nature, it is difficult to tell whether these pits are 

associated with residual stress of dislocations or the tiny edges of microfractures. The 

Type 'b' (Stacked) 

direction of wear 

Type 'a* (Individual) 

Fig. 21 SCHEMATIC OF ETCH PITS ON SAPPHIRE WEAR SAMPLES 

From Following Micrographs 22a&b,23b 
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obliqueness of the triangular pits could reflect directionally preferred etching as the 

crystallographic orientation of wear was 10° off of the basal plane, illustrated in draw

ing Fig. 25d. As can be seen from the micrographs, some of the pits formed as single 

well defined triangles, type 'a', and others formed in tight clustered arrays, type 'b', 

so as to become less distinct as triangles. All of the etch pits seen typically have at 

least two intersecting sides forming a corner with angles of approximately 120°. 

Figs. 22a&b are etch pit micrographs of the specular and non specular regions 

from the pH2 abraded sample shown in Fig. 20. The specular zone presents examples 

of high populations of etch pits while the non specular zone presents very few. It can 

also be seen that there are major scratch fractures in the non specular case while 

very few occurred in the specular region . 
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At pH7, the entire surface is noticed to be smooth and specular, even at 

1000X magnification (Fig. 23a). It can also be seen in Fig. 23b, that a higher density 

of triangular etch pits developed in the sample abraded in pH7 solution than in pH2. 

Fig 23a 
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Although apparently smaller, the pit size is not significant as it is only a function of 

etching time and temperature. 

M. mmmmsmm 
>> Phosphoric Ac 

0 Grit SiC pH7- .j6m/se.q,- ,Qp 

At high pHs the surface appears rough and scratchy. It is difficult to find a 

good specular zone to study. As can be seen in the semispecular zone of Fig. 24a, 

some etch pits developed but were interrupted with dense surface fractures. From Fig. 

24b, it is apparent that surface fractures are of such a high density that if etch pits 

developed, they were not optically resolvable. In order to get a better understanding 

of the rough etched surface SEM studies were undertaken on the pH12 sample (Figs. 

25a,b & c). 

Close examination would suggest etching of cleavage cracks as flat holes and 

some elbow shaped cavities matching the crystallographic lattice directions of 

corundum. The sample was then abraded on the opposite side in a direction 

perpendicular to the original wear direction, re-etched (Fig. 25c), and examined again 
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in the SEM. It is readily apparent from the micrograph that the etched cracks which 

formed lay in the same directions and configurations as the examples in Figs. 25 a&b. 

The 86° line in Fig. 25c could be indicative of a less preferred cleavage plane. Fig. 

' Tr "r r.• •n.m'.taMfr rftr"-rr"•»'• 
Non Specular Zone Phosphoric Acid Etch 315°Gp 

Sapphire. -400 Grit-SiC pH12 6m/sec Optical Mag. i50(| 
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25d illustrates how these cracking or cleavage directions would appear to have 

different angles to each other from opposite sides of the not perfectly basel alignment 

of parallel ground faces. 
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i 

120° 

Planar View 

(0001) 

Lower View 
110° 

Fig. 25d Perspective of Etched Defects 

For the sake of comparison and to verify that the etchant was attacking zones 

of residual stress only, a rotationally ground sapphire sample was thoroughly and 

chemically polished with Mastermet® (Colloidal Silica produced by Buehler Ltd.) to 

remove any traces of deformation. After etching with phosphoric acid, etch pits 

developed directly beneath lines along which scratches had existed before polishing, 

Fig. 26. The etched zones seen here show residual stress beneath pre-existing 
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scratches and are characteristic chevron shaped pits typical of those found around 

healed radial microfracture defects. These are also found along the scratches of the 

experimental wear samples as seen in Fig. 23b; however, these pits are of different 

shapes and sizes than the etch pits that developed in the specular regions. 
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Friction (Procedure 6) 

A study was designed to measure friction in a wet environment at the HTML 

Tribology Lab of Oak Ridge National Laboratories, under the direction of Dr. Peter 

Blau and Charles Yust. A setup was arranged similar to Fig. 17, but smaller in size 

and with a strain gage attached to the load arm. After a few attempts, the load was 

reduced to half of that used in the reported wear experiments, (Fig. 18); and the 

sapphire samples were abraded in a single direction. In all other respects, the 

conditions for measuring friction were the same as in the wear experiments. 

In general, the coefficients of friction - n = Fq/F l - between SiC abrasive and 

corundum, vary with grit size and seem to vary with pH in an inverse manner to wear 

behavior (Fig. 28a,b). In addition, at 2 and 60 seconds, it can be seen that friction 

varies with time increasing with decreasing grit size (Figs. 29a,b &c). It is also worth 

noting that both the frequency and amplitude values of jitter (stick and slip behavior) 

vary with pH in a similar manner to the coefficient of friction with peaks at about the 

Isoelectric point (Fig. 28c,d). At neutral pH's, Stick and slip became quite violent. 

However, due to the line width and chart speed at the time the drag force was 

Load Weight 

Strain Gage 

Chart Recorder 

Fig. 27 Trlbometer for Measuring Drag Force 

Results 6 
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recorded, the frequencies of jitter were not accurately measurable for the 400 and 240 

grit studies so Fig. 28d only illustrates the 180 grit study. 

Damage (Procedure 7) 

A number of attempts were made to examine the cross-section of 

mechano-chemically abraded sapphire samples for an understanding of what effects 

pH might have on the types of fracture and deformation in the surface and subsurface 

regions. The most effective technique was machining perpendicular cross-sections 

with a 1600 grit resin bonded diamond lap, semi-polishing the sections with 1/4pm 

diamond on a solid zinc lap, and cleaning the debris with a steam jet prior to plating 

and microscopy. Samples were prepared using 180, 240 and 400 grit SiC abrasives, 

each at pH's of 0, 4, 9, and 13. These samples were examined in the SEM on 

approximately a 45° tilt as shown Fig. 30. 

Wear Direction 

'45° Tilt 

Fig. 30 SEM Perspective of Sample 

Results7 
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Despite the similar appearance of surfaces (Figs. 32-38), Cross-sectional 

measurements made at 400X roughly showed that with all grits, the subsurface 

fracture damage measured from micrographs (Figs. 33-38), was found to vary with pH. 

Coarse wear damage was typically minimal at the IEP, and damage was expectably 

less with finer abrasive grinding (Fig. 31). The micrographs also show lateral, radial, 

conical and cleavage cracks consistent with the literature illustrations for single 

particle sliding indenters, and that where these cracks intersected material was 

removed . In some instances non intersecting cracks are evident and in the case of 

Fig. 41, lateral cracks developed with the surface distorted but intact. 

A 180Grit SiC 

[•] 240Grit SiC 

(®) 400Grit SiC damage 

n i i i i i i i i i i i i 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10111213 

pH 

Fig. 31 Damage Depth vs. pH 
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Possibly strain related, it is worth noting that despite the extreme care taken to 

avoid damage and despite identical cross-sectional preparation, the entire edge of the 

pH 9, 400 grit abraded specimen developed a 'V' fracture along the apex, the dark 

linear region of Fig. 37c. 

Microscopy of the samples also revealed in the most damaged cases average 

hole diameters of 4.5nm. In the direction of grinding, 58% average length of the 

sample was damaged with these holes. 

Other types of fractures were evident as mentioned in the literature. In 

examining the cross-sectional micrographs can be seen the following additional types 

of fracture: 

Cleavage Microfracture - Fig. 39 

Conchoidal Microfracture connecting with Radial Fractures - at the tops 

of some of the exposed cavities Figs. 32 through 38 

Pure Lateral fracture - Fig. 40 

Near surface lateral fracture with surface almost unbroken - Fig. 41 

Wear of Abrasive and effective grinding tlme.(Procedure 8) 

To examine degradation of abrasive, microscopy was performed on sections of 

SiC abrasive papers used at each pH in repeated grinding experiments at intervals of 

1, 2, 3 15, 30, 45, 60 and 120 seconds. Grinding speed was 2 m/sec and applied force 

was 24 lb. on a counter-rotating 10mm dia. (0001) + 10° sapphire sample. With a 

Buehler Omnimet I ® image analizer, statistical measurements were made of mean 

and total flat asperity contact areas. Sapphire samples were weighed after grinding on 

new papers for 0, 1, 2, 3, and 20 seconds. 
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Fig. 39 
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Results 8 

At all pHs, most of the sapphire wear is seen to occur within the first two 

seconds of grinding (Fig. 42). During this time contacting SiC asperities from runs at 

different pHs have reached similar flatenness with approximately 0.25% of total 

asperity area in contact with the sapphire (Fig. 43). However, differential interference 

microscopy reveals that undercut binder makes up about 75% of the contrasting 

flattened surface analyzed by the Omnimet (Fig. 44). The mean flattened contact 

areas of SiC asperities are about the same during the time of significant sapphire 
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Fig. 43 180 Grit Flattened SIC Asperity Contact Area vs. Time 
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i 

180 Grit Flattened SiC Asperity Cluster, 60 SEC., pH=7 

wear. Alkalinity is seen to favor longer wearing abrasive. At pH = 13, the asperity 

flatness plateaus at 3 seconds, whereas in neutral and acid solutions the mean 

flattness continues to increase throughout 20 seconds (Fig. 44). At each pH studied 

no evidence of significant binder degradation or pullout is seen. 
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Discussion 

It is apparent that environmental considerations can have a significant effect 

on the wear of brittle materials such as alumina. The results and literature presented 

here create a number of questions regarding possible mechanisms by which chemical 

and electrical environments can effect wear as follows: 

The formation of an easily worn soft layer 

Calculations of ionic equilibria can show the thermodynamic possibility of 

Gibbsite formation, given available AI+3 ions. The Pourbaix diagram, Fig. 10, shows 

the highest thermodynamic possibility of Al+3 ionizing at pH<4 and of AIOa" ionizing at 

pH>8. Thus, formation of a surface layer of Gibbsite is possible and Gibbsite is a 

stable compound with lowest solubility at neutral pH's. This could act as gel layer 

which is squeegied off by flattened abrasives at neutral pH's producing a cushioning 

effect, a reduced wear, and the more specular surface. However no kinetic data on the 

formation of Gibbsite from alumina is available and data that is available shows very 

low dissociation of AI+3 . As a substantial thickness of Gibbsite would be needed to 

detect its presence with X-Ray diffraction, IR spectroscopy etc., thin film Gibbsite 

would be hard to detect.. 

If consideration is given to the following reactions which could weakly dissolve 

Al203 and which could form or dissolve Gibbsite with available Al+3 or AI(OH)4" ions, 

complex equilibria can be calculated and plotted (Fig. 41) demonstrating which solid 

aluminum compound is more stable at any given pH. 
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Dissolution of Al203; 

(in acids) Al203(s) + 6H+ = 2AI+3 + 3HaO T=25''C Log K = 8.7269 

(in bases) Al203(s) + H20 = 2AI02" + 2H+ T=25"C Log K = -13.99 

Dissolution of GibbSlfe: 

(in acids) AI(OH)3(s, = AI+3 + 30H" Log K = -33 

(in bases) AI(OH)3(s) + OH' = AI(OH)4' Log K = 1.3 

As can be seen in Fig. 41, alumina is the more stable solid species in acid 

pHs. As it takes Al+3 to form either Gibbsite or it's hydroxide precursors, and as AI+3 

ions are most likely in pHs^ 4, Al+3 is more likely to be in equilibrium with AI2Q3. 
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- 1 0 -
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AI+3 
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PH 

Fig. 46 Aqueous Solution Equilibria with Al203 and Gibbsite 

Consideration also has to be given as to whether ions dissociate under 

tribological stress, accelerating wear by corrosion; or whether ions can dissociate just 

enough to react with adsorbates and form a softer more easily abraded layer. It can 
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be seen experimentally from Fig.12 that dissociation of alumina is weak, however if 

such a layer existed, Gibbsite is the considered the most stable aqueous compound 

that can form. 26-37 The following complex equilibria equations are examined at pHs 

from 0 to 13 at 25°C (Fig. 42). System constraints implied from the Pourbaix diagram 

(Fig. 11), are that in grinding coolants [AI+3] is set = 1/3 [CI"] between pHs = 0 and 3; 

[H+] = [CI"] from pHs = 4 to 6, and [Na+] = [OH"] from pHs = 7 to 13: 

Acidic Reactions 

1.) AI+3 + 4H20 = AI(OH)4" + 4H+ K=2.98*10"23 

2.) AI+3 + H20 = AI(OH)+2 + H+ K=4.414*10"9 

3.) AI02" + 4H+ = Al+3 + 2H20 K=3.291 *1022 

4.) 2AI(OH)g{Gibbsite} = 2H20 + 2AI02
_ + 2H+ K=2.33*10"31 

Basic Reactions 

5.) AI(OH)4" = Al+3 + 4(OH)" K=3.561*10"34 

6.) AI(OH)+2 = AI+3 + (OH)" K=2.288*10"6 

7.)AI02" + 2H20 = 4(OH)" + AI+3 K=3.432*10"34 

8.) AI+3 + 3(OH)" = AI(OH)3 {Gibbsite} K=1.996*1033 

Charge Neutrality Equation 

3[AI+3] + 2[ AI(OH)+2] + [H+] + [Na+] = [ AI02" ] +[AI(OH)4" ] + [OH" ] + [CI" ] 

To form Gibbsite from alumina, Al203 + 6H20 = 4AI(OH)3, if one takes into 

account the heats of formation, it can be seen that there is no driving force for the 

reaction. Obviously there are -489 more KJ/mol on the left side of the equation. 

AH, alumina = (-1675.7 KJ/mol)*2 = -3351 KJ/mol 38 

AHf water = (-285.83 KJ/mol)*6 = -1715 KJ/mol 39 

AH, Gibbsite = (-1144.3 KJ/mol)*4 = -4577 KJ/mol 40 
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Another strong argument against formation of a Gibbsite layer, or even a less 

stable Bayerite layer, is that if a layer of Gibbsite were to exist, one would expect a 

shift in the IEP of suspension size sapphire particles in the pHs where it is most 

stable. Gibbsite has an IEP at pH = 5. pH measured at the iso electric point of 

suspension size particles of sapphire is very definitely 9 and not 5. 

Adsorbed layer acting as lubricant or adhesive 

Double layer thickness K_1 = E*P0/(4TICT) = [1000e:kT/(8jre2NAl]1/2 where e = the 

dielectric constant, *P0 = potential at the solid liquid interface, a = charge density and 

I = ionic strength. 34 It turns out that the K"1 is greatest at pH = 7 and as small as 

2.8*10"8 cm at extreme pHs. As double layer thickness is a function of ionic strength, 

measurements of wear with varying concentrations of NaCI in neutral pH show no 

changes in wear rates. 35 This suggests that the double layer is neither the cause of 

reduced wear or increased specularity at neutral pH's. In addition, if the lubricant 

theory were valid, wear would expectably be higher at extreme pHs where K_1 is 
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smallest, however friction studies here, show friction to be highest where adsorption 

is greater. On the other hand, if the double layer adhesive theory were valid, one 

would expect wear to be greatest at neutral pHs where adequate double layers might 

exist to create bonding between the abrasive and the substrate. Although friction is 

greatest at neutral pHs, the adhesive concept also does not hold as wear is lowest 

here. 

Hardening of the abrasives in extreme pHs 

Microscopy of the used SiC papers showed greater blunting in strong acid and 

minimal blunting in strong base. If indeed the abrasive does become harder, 

distribution of load over many asperities might decrease the observed effect. In 

addition, the literature's apparently wrong suggestion of increased hardness of the 

SiC abrasive in acids 7, contradicts the increased wear seen in highly alkaline pHs. 

The importance of plastic deformation 

Plastic deformation in sapphire is reported to occur in neutral and acidic 

environments due to H+ associated dislocation enhancements and due to stress under 

conditions of hydrostatic compression in Pierls fields. If the illustrations of wear 

fracture presented are correct, Figs. 1-5, in the situations of non cleavage cracking 

one would expect to see dislocations. TEM micrographs demonstrate the existence of 

heavy dislocations in the plastic zone, Figs. 7, and dislocation lines precede crack 

propagation perpendicular the crack throughout the rest of its length. In the situations 

of hydrostatic compression and any possible chemical alterations of dislocation 

source energies, if slip or twinning were to occur, there should be some evidence of 

this in the rubbed surface. The etching studies, Figs. 22-26, gave some indication that 
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more residual surface stress occurs in the higher specular zones found with neutral 

pH wear. However, the shape and qualities of the etch pits are unlike dislocation 

examples seen in the literature. Although evident of strain, there is some uncertainty 

whether they are due to surface slip or residual strain around surface microfractures 

caused by the stick and slip dragging of flattened grinding asperities. In either case, 

the cited literature claims of H+ enhanced dislocation activity in sapphire is consistent 

with the micrographs of etch pits on the acid and neutral pH abraded samples. 

Discussions with Dr. B. Hockey at NIST, suggest that Pierls stress fields are 

highly concentrated at the surface zone immediately surrounding abrasive particle 

contacts. Between the Pierls fields and contact points a hydrostatic pressure exists 

such that when there is not enough energy to propagate cracks, small plastic 

deformations take place - as evidenced with his TEM studies. On the other hand 

discussions with ceramists such as Dr's. Donald Uhlmann and Dunbar Birnie suggest 

that the smooth surfaces found to occur at neutral pH's are unlikely to be caused by 

significant plastic deformation due to the difficulties of slippage and twinning at room 

temperatures. 

Hydrostatic compressive effects 

Fig. 43 illustrates the stress concentrating effects of grinding with a few 

ay 

Fig. 48 Stress Concentrating Effect of Flattened Asperities 
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flattened asperities supporting the load. 

As can be seen from the following data analysis, the compressive load under 

each of the flattened asperities is quite substantial. As slip and twinning have been 

shown to occur in sapphire at hydrostatic pressures of slightly over 200,000 MN/m2, it 

can be seen that in the absence of fracturing, such pressures could exist under the 

flat SiC abrasive particles of the experiments done here. 

Sample A, = 78.5*106(xm2 

F = 97.9N 

CTy = 1.25MN/m2 

% abrasive in contact at 1.2.30.60 sen = .11, .41, .49, .51 

Stress Concentration Factor Ca = 720,240,200,160 

Mean Asperity ay = 900,300,254,200 MN/m2 

With the addition of shear stress from the sliding flat asperities, localized slip 

and twinning can occur under the hydrostatic component of this compression. 

Surface tensile effects 

As transverse vent cracks are seen in both smooth and grooved regions of the 

microscopy presented here, it might be possible to understand something about the 

stresses producing them from a Mohr's Circle illustration (Fig. 44) With the load and 

drag forces applied as seen in Fig. 43, it can be seen in Fig. 44, that there is always a 

Normal u ^ High |j. ^ ^ low n 

X /—\ 
/ 

ICTx1 I 

ay ^ ) ct*2 L \ CTX3 

Txy1 / Xxy2 
I J TxyK^ 

I 
Fig. 49 Mohrs Circle Illustration of Normal, High and Low Friction States 
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tensile component of stress at the surface in the direction of rubbing. As drag force of 

a single asperity increases, the size of the circle increases and thus the tensile 

component of drag, crx , increases, ax 2 > ax 1 > ax3. At some point ox exceeds K1C 

and transverse radial cracks propagate thus relieving drag stress and limiting plastic 

effects. Because tensile stresses are relatively small, transverse fractures might have 

slow velocities. If the fracture energy is reduced by adsorption induced changes in 

surface energy or stress corrosion effects, friction would drop by virtue of drag stress 

relief and the lubrication effects debris might have on the load bearing interface. In 

fact the global friction reported here was lower in extreme pHs but because of the 

uncertain effect of debris, a quantitative analysis of shear vs. tensile stress effects at 

an asperity interface is impossible. Global friction behavior isn't necessarily the same 

as at a single asperity. 

Stress corrosion effects 

At 2*10® |im/sec grinding speed, the average contact time of a 180 grit SiC 

asperity with a hole is 18.5*10-6 sec. Thus, after a short abrasive break-in period of 

approximately 15 seconds, judging from the friction studies, the hole zones are each 

typically being struck with flattened abrasive particles 5.58*103 times per second or 

106 hits during 3 one minute runs. 

Assumptions: Considering maximum wear of about 16mg/3min, about 4*10_3cc, the 

following assumptions were made estimating crack rates in the most damaged sample: 

From pulverization, the most rapid wear takes place in large cavitated 

areas of micrographs modeled as pyramidal cavities 3.9|im 

square by 5.3(im deep. (V = 26.87*10-12cc/pyramid) 

Cross-sectional microscopy of damage perpendicular to wear direction 

is typical of all damage in sample. 
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Radial fractures occur from flattened, sharp, leading abrasive edges 

striking hills; sharp and dull points riding and digging grooves 

and tensile stresses of friction. 

Radial cracking could occur in an intermittent but very frequent fashion 

as well as continuously and can be modeled as a steady state 

process. 

Crack Rate Estimate In The Most Severe Case: 

Initially, a few sharp asperities drag along the surface conceivably producing 

scratches (propagating longitudinally) at the speed of the asperity. However, the SiC 

doesn't stay sharp very long and within the first two seconds of three one minute runs, 

multiple intersecting secondary fractures propagate to a depth of about 55nm/6sec in 

the extreme case of pH = 0. Thus a lower limit approximation of crack velocity would 

be 10"5m/sec. Between these two limits are the velocities of wear fractures likely 

affected by the coolants. Previously, stress corrosion of brittle materials has been 

reported with crack velocities as fast as 1CH m/sec (the cavitation speed of water). 41a 

t° i It is therefore possible that wear rates are enhanced by adsorption-corrosion 

effects in the crack tips, and that the H+ and OH" adsorption and surface energy 

explanations given in the literature 7 for Westwood-Rebinder effects make some 

sense. Obviously, if the damage is less severe the surface will appear more specular. 

Scenario for Westwood-Rebinder effects observed with SiC grinding of Alumina: 

From classical explanations of brittle wear pulverization, from microscopic 

damage examinations, and from microscopy of the SiC abrasive, it is evident that 

wear as measured in the experiments disclosed here occurs as illustrated in Fig. 50. 

Initially sharp asperities produce shallow longitudinal scratches. As the abrasive dulls 
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slightly and catches in the scratches, drag induced tensile forces produce transverse 

fractures. The cyclical loading and unloading induces lateral fracturing beneath the 

surface due to inelastic recovery of compression within the alumina. As the sharp 

edges of the fractured alumina surface concentrate stress on the SiC abrasive 

asperities, the abrasive also wears (Fig.51). The growth of intersecting multiple 

fractures under the compressive and drag forces of grinding media cause material 

pulverization and removal. 

At first contact, longitudinal scratches likely propagate at speeds as fast as the 

grinding asperity travel, 2m/sec., but only in the direction of travel. As abrasives blunt 

stress intensities decrease. With lower stress intensities if cracks form they propagate 

at lower velocities. At crack velocities greater than 0.1m/sec, the cavitation speed of 

water, stress corrosion cannot occur (Fig. 52). But, as some fractures propagate at 

slower speeds, crack tips of those fractures are subject to stress corrosion thus 

explaining deeper fractures and greater wear in extreme environments. At the same 

time, the stress intensity required to open cracks, decreases in extreme 

environments; so any drag induced by catching of abrasive asperities in surface 

defects at the moment of fracture will decrease. Thus abrasive friction decreases in 

extreme environments. 

Conclusions 

The following conditions have been observed: 

Maximum wear rates occur at extreme pH's and generally produce the 

deepest subsurface damage. Minimum wear rate occurs at the 

Iso-Electric Point and abrasion at moderate and neutral pHs 

produce less damage. From both etching studies, and the 



Fig. 51 Sequence of Wear Pulverization 
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SiG Asperity . 
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Fig. 52 Abrasive Coolant Induced Stress Corrosion Cracking 
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surface edge damage encountered in preparing cross-sections 

of the pH 9 abraded specimens, "V-Groove" Fig. 36c, residual 

surface stress appeared to be greatest where damage appeared 

to be lowest. 

Strongest frictional effects, both the coefficient of friction and the 

violence of stick and slip behavior, aiso occurred in the more 

neutral pHs. Friction behavior was inversely correlated to wear. 

Multi particle wear was seen to occur according to the classical 

pulverizing fracture explanations for brittle materials found with 

single point riding indenters as in Fig. 5. 

A negative voltage applied to the wet grinding interface increases wear 

and a positive bias has the opposite effect as illustrated in Figs. 

18&53. 

3—| 

2 — -18.5V 

A Wear —-

mg 
-1 — 

+ 18.5V 
- 2  —  

0 5 7 9 10 11 12 13 1 2 6 8 3 4 

PH 
Fig. 53 Effects of Electrical Bias on Wear Normalized to 0 Bias 

Wear from Fig. 18 

Hardness of the samples studied here appeared to be unaffected by pH. 

Microscopy of the abrasive media showed the SiC particles to wear the 

flattest in strongly acidic pH and to wear the least in strongly 

alkaline pH. This is contradictory to the belief 7 that hardness of 
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the abrasive is enhanced in acidic pH. 

Calculations show that under the conditions of the experiments in this study, 

some of crack velocities resulting from wet grinding could have been slow enough for 

stress adsorption enhanced cracking to play a role in the increase of damage and 

wear. This explanation is consistent with the wear and damage results seen at 

extreme pHs. In the absence of extreme pH, the increased specularity, the greater 

frictional effects and the evidence of strain shown in the micrographs, Figs. 20-26, 

37c, can be explained as either surface micro-fracturing of such a small nature that 

that it is difficult to see without etching, or as surface micro-slippage. Cases have 

been presented here that support both arguments. 

Fractures are deeper from abrasion in extreme pHs, and jitter as well as the 

coefficient of friction is also lower in those extremes. It is thus apparent that sapphire 

fractures more easily in these extreme environments. It is likely that rather than pH 

affecting dislocation mobilities as some authors claim, adsorbed ions lower the 

surface energies of submerged propagating crack tips with velocities of less than 

10'1m/sec. Thus increased wear is seen at extreme pHs. Until lateral cracks intersect 

liquid bearing radial fractures, they would be unaffected by pH due to their isolation 

from moisture. 

Surface plastic effects as discussed in the literature could simply be an artifact 

of flat-flat interactions when stresses are not sufficient for fracture to occur. 

Longitudinal cracks could be affected similarly to transverse ones except their 

velocities might be faster due to the higher stress concentration of sharp indenting 

asperities. The appearance of specular zone etch pits in the experimental section, 

rather than simply being evidence of plastic strain at neutral pHs, could also be 

evidence of microfractures which didn't have a low enough applied energy to further 

propagate. 
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The Westwood-Rebinder effects seen in the experiments described here 

probably are not related to changes in hardness, friction, and micro-plastic effects as 

previously described in the literature. Instead, the evidence here would suggest that 

stress corrosion cracking is the responsible mechanism for increased wear in extreme 

environments. Observations of the above effects, stated in previous studies as causes 

for chemically enhanced wear, are more likely the results of chemically induced 

changes in fracture propagation. 
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All pH solutions were made simply by titrating HCI and NaOH solutions without 

buffers. 

Procedure 1: Polycrystalline alumina samples were 99% high density alumina milling 

balls sawed in half and mounted on flat side on aluminum sample holder with stick 

shellac thermosetting glue. Grinding was performed with SiC 180 grit paper under pH 

solution in the Minimet Polisher® set at the mid pressure position for 3 minutes. 

Samples were removed from holders, cleaned with ethanol and acetone in the 

ultrasonic, dried and weighed to 0.1 mg. Microscopy involved plasma deposition of a 

Ag-Pd film and examination in an SEM at 2000 and 5000 magnification. 

Procedure 2: An unannealed white Czochralski sapphire boule with 104 dislocations 

per cm was obtained from Union Carbide's crystal growing division in Washougal, 

Washington. X-Ray stereographic projection revealed the end plane used to align the 

samples was cut 10° off of the (0001) plane. Parallel slices were cut from which 

0.8*1 cm sapphire wafers were made. The samples were preabraded on a 360 grit 

resin bonded diamond lap for flatness and wear experiments were preformed as in 

procedure 1. Repeat runs showed deviation of 30%. 

Procedure 3: 10mm cylindrical cores were drilled in the same axis of the sapphire 

above. The cylinders were ground with a small flat alignment edge and wafers were 

sliced, and mounted aligned on single specimen holder (Fig. 16) with stick shellac, 

reinforced with superglue. All samples were preabraded in a rotational fashion on 325 
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grit resin bonded diamond, and wear runs on 180 grit SiC paper were then performed 

in a single direction with all alignment edges facing the same way. With 22 lb force 

and grinding velocity of 2 m/sec, runs were performed as illustrated in Fig. 17. 

Samples were weighed as mounted and deviation wear loss of identical runs was less 

than 0.1 mg (0.6% to 0.9%). 

Procedure 4: On a sapphire slide, 'o' rings were attached with bee's wax to form wells 

into which were placed pH solutions (Fig. 19). In the wells were placed platinum wires 

attached to a computer interfaced DC power supply. The sapphire cells were placed in 

a Nano-lndenter at the Oak Ridge National Laboratories and indentations were made 

with and without electrical biases to simulate conditions of procedure 3 (total of 30 

indents per cell). The power supply was switched by the nano-indenter computer. 

Procedure 5: Sapphire wear samples were abraded in single direction with different 

pH solutions on 400 grit SiC paper for 5 minutes and about 20 lb force. Each sample 

was boiled in phosphoric acid. Starting at 295"C, the sample was immediately 

removed and examined in an optical microscope for etch pits. If pits were not easily 

resolvable, the etching was progressively repeated in 10°C increased increments. In 

some samples 365"C temperatures were reached. Pits were examined with optical 

microscopy using differential interference contrast filters. 

Procedure 6: As in procedure 3, samples were prepared and abraded on a tribometer 

illustrated in Fig 27, at the Oak Ridge National Laboratories HTML Tribology Lab. 

However, due to the severity of stick and slip behavior, load was halved to 11 lb force. 

Stick and slip measurements were made directly from the chart plots and coefficients 

of friction were calculated based on the average drag force within a given time. 
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Procedure 7: With a 1600 grit resin bonded diamond lap, cross-sections of wear 

samples, similar to those of procedure 3, were delicately faceted perpendicular to the 

direction of SiC grinding. The cross-sectional facets were partially polished with 

1/4nm diamond slurry on a pure zinc lap. The samples were cleaned with an 

ultrasonic and then steam blasted to remove impacted debris from wear fractures. 

After coating with Ag-Pd, the samples were examined in the SEM at a 45s* view as in 

Fig. 29. 

Procedure 8: Samples of abrasive papers were optically examined at 50X using 

differential interference filters to enhance the contrast of flat asperity areas. Five 

random digitized images of each sample were contrast enhanced to minimize 

background with a Buehler Omnimet I ®. Statistical analysis of the images was 

performed with the Omnimet software to determine mean contact areas and percent of 

total area in contact for different times and pHs and grit sizes. In addition the single 

sapphire sample used to study the papers, was abraded multidirectionally in a 

counter-rotating fashion and wieghed after each run. 
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